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the map projection dialog lets you change the projection type for a particular map layer. it also lets
you select the geographic coordinate reference system (crs) and perform a spatial reprojection of

the map layer, which can be very helpful if the map contains areas that are not displayed properly in
the map layer's current projection. this graph displays the population of different counties by

fetching map data from a new wms server and then plotting 3d bars on top of the map plane. the
maps online app offers a few built-in map data sources for users to choose from. this image shows a
custom selection window for a feature with an image. a image expression control allows the user to

edit the data expression for the image. an xml definition for the image is also available, which can be
used for more complex image expressions. in this example, you will learn how to insert a new origin
worksheet from an excel file with vba macro enabled, using a dialog. the dialog provides a search

box to choose the data source, or paste the name of the excel file to insert. in this example, you will
learn how to add an origin worksheet from an excel file with vba macro enabled, and insert the

worksheet into the current active worksheet. the dialog provides a search box to choose the data
source, or paste the name of the excel file to insert. in this example, you will learn how to insert an
origin worksheet from an excel file with vba macro enabled, using a dialog. the dialog provides a

search box to choose the data source, or paste the name of the excel file to insert.
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this graph displays the population of
different counties by fetching map data

from a new wms server and then plotting
3d bars on top of the map plane. the

maps online app offers a few built-in map
data sources for users to choose from.

you can also add your own map source.
the plot details window contains a tooltip
that provides detailed information about
the plotted dataset, including the history

of the dataset. with the graph history
button, you can see all the changes that
have been made to the plot (e.g. moving,
deleting, and adding datasets). for each
of the three types of plots shown here

(scatter plot, line graph, and histogram),
you can customize the way in which the

data is plotted by selecting a preset from
a drop-down menu, or by selecting

custom. the graph here demonstrates
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how to display a line graph with datasets
that are too large to fit in the plot area. in

this case, you can use the interactive
attributes to enable or disable features in

the plot. this graph displays the
population of different counties in the

united states by fetching map data from a
new wms server and then plotting 3d bars
on top of the map plane. the maps online
app offers a few built-in map data sources

for users to choose from. you can also
add your own map source. with origin, it
is very easy to place 3d bars on a map

using the layer contents dialog. the
documentation set for this product strives

to use bias-free language. for the
purposes of this documentation set, bias-
free is defined as language that does not

imply discrimination based on age,
disability, gender, racial identity, ethnic

identity, sexual orientation,
socioeconomic status, and

intersectionality. exceptions may be
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present in the documentation due to
language that is hardcoded in the user

interfaces of the product software,
language used based on rfp

documentation, or language that is used
by a referenced third-party product. learn
more about how cisco is using inclusive

language. 5ec8ef588b
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